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You further state "... the methods they used during their investigational study, to me
reflect very deceitful people (and I've seen it first hand)." Again, Mr. Morgan, this statement is
intended to do harm to my clients, is false, and known to you to be false. You further state "I
carry much anger, depression, bitterness and hatred toward the Nevyas'...." Showing that the
defamatory falsehoods contained on your web site are intentional and placed there to damage the
doctors and their business. You further use the term - so-called doctors" implying that Dr.
Herbert Nevyas and Dr. Anita Nevyas Wallace are not doctors, a claim you know to be false and
a claim made for the sole purpose of damaging Dr. Nevyas and Dr. Wallace. You further state "..
Herbert Nevyas and Anita Nevyas Wallace, I feel you are a disgrace to your profession." This
is a statement made for the purpose of showing my clients in false light and intentionally seeks
to damage their reputations.
The statements quoted in this letter and your entire web site have as their major purpose
the destruction of the reputation of Dr. Herbert Nevyas, Dr. Anita Nevyas Wallace, and Nevyas
Eye Associates. The web site is libelous, tortiously interferes with the business of Nevyas Eye
Associates, intentionally seeks to damage the good reputation of my clients, and subjects you to
damages. As there is no adequate remedy at law and the harm being done to my clients is
irreparable, injunctive relief will be sought to force you to cease and desist from your improper
and illegal acts immediately. You must immediately remove this web site and the falsehoods
contained within that site or legal action will be instituted against you immediately. You will
receive no further notice.

Very, truly y urs,

EON SILVERMAN
cc:

Herbert J. Nevyas M.D.
Anita Nevyas Wallace M.D.
Steven Friedman Esq.

